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Problem Quick Reference Guide  v1 (updated 5/17/2018) 
 

Roles 
The following abbreviations follow each heading to identify which roles 

would perform the action. The document, for the most part, is ordered in 

the same way the process is ordered. 

• INC – Incident Coordinator 

• IC – Information Center 

• SD – Service Desk 

• SP – Service Provider 

• SO – Service Owner 

Create a Problem (INC) 
When a Major IT Service Issue first occurs, the Incident Coordinator creates 

a Problem. This Problem becomes the focus for documenting technical 

progress and outage information, of associating incidents with their cause 

(as well as outages), and is where after action reviews are attached. To 

create a Problem: 

1. From the list of apps, under the Problem section, select Create New 

2. Note the Problem number as you may need to share it with others 

3. Enter the Configuration Item 

4. Enter a Short Description 

5. Select an Assignment Group 

6. Click the Submit button 

Create an Outage from a Problem (INC) 
Creating Outages from the Problem automatically links them and carries 

over Problem information automatically to the Outage. To create an Outage 

from a Problem: 

1. View the Problem record. 

2. Right-click the gray header and select Create Outage. 

 

3. Add details to the Outage as needed and click Save. The Outage will 

be managed according to the Major IT Service Issue process 

Viewing Problems affecting an Incident (based on CI) 

(IC/SD/SP) 
By populating the Configuration Item (CI) upon taking an incident, one can 

immediately see whether there are outages affecting the CI, which may be 

causing the incident. In an incident, if there is an active Outage affecting a 

Configuration Item (CI), then a triangular warning icon will display based on 

the CI selected. Click this warning icon to view active outages affecting the 

CI.  

 

Since there is an outage, there should also be a related Problem for the 

Outage. To see active Problem(s) for the CI: 

1. Check if the black exclamation icon displays (see screenshot below). 

If it does, click it and expand the Problem task type. 

2. If you see a Problem that applies, then take note of the Problem 

number or copy it to your system clipboard (using keyboard 

shortcuts, Ctrl + C for Windows or Cmd + C for Mac). 

http://it.vt.edu/process
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Linking incidents to a Problem (IC/SD/SP) 
An incident is linked to a problem by filling out the Problem field of the 

incident.  Only link incidents when the Problem description is related. 

1. In an Incident, scroll to the Related Records section. 

2. In the Problem reference field, type or paste the Problem number  

 
3. Set the State of the Incident to “Awaiting Problem”. Putting the 

incident in this state results in it being resolved in a batch with other 

incidents associated with the Problem when the Service Provider 

decides to do so. 

4. Click the Save button. 

Update Work notes (SP/SO) 
Keep record of events and technical resolution progress in work notes: 

1. In the Problem, clear the Workaround check box. 

2. Type work notes and click the Post button (the vertical yellow bar 

indicates you are inputting work notes). 

 

Posting a Workaround (SP/SO) 
Document how to mitigate the symptoms of the incidents resulting from the 

Problem. If this is going to be communicated to users with incidents (next 

section), then be sure to make is easy to follow and understandable to end 

users. 

1. In the Problem, place a check in the Workaround check box. 

2. Type the workaround text in an instructional format that customers 

can directly understand (this text as written will be communicated to 

Callers for all associated incidents in the next section). 

3. When finished, click the Post button. Note the workaround has not 

yet been sent to customers, only placed in the Problem record. 

Communicating a Workaround (SP/SO) 
Communicating a workaround takes the most recently posted workaround 

and posts it as an additional comment to all incidents associated with a 

Problem. Before doing this, verify the workaround so that users are not sent 

instructions that will not work. 

1. In the Problem, scroll down to the Related Links 

2. Click the Communicate Workaround link. 

3. The workaround will be posted to all associated incidents. 

  

Marking a Problem as a Known Error (SP/SO) 
If the root cause of a Problem has been identified and there is a workaround 

posted to the Problem, then flag the Problem as a Known Error. 

1. In the Problem, place a check in the Known Error check box. 

2. Click the Save button. 

You may notice that you can set the state of the Problem to ‘Known Error’. It 

is recommended you only set the state of the Problem to Known Error when 
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it is determined the workaround will have to suffice indefinitely and that the 

root cause is too expensive or not worth the return on investment to fix at 

this time--so the Problem will not be in a state of Closed/Resolved since it is 

still likely causing incidents. 

Attach After Action Review to Problem (SO or designee) 
Once an after-action review is performed as part of the Major IT Service Issue 

process, then the document containing the review will be attached to the 

Problem: 

1. View the Problem with the associated Outage for which the after-

action review was written. 

2. Click and drag the report file from and release at the top of the 

Problem record (alternatively, use the paperclip icon at the top of the 

Problem to attach the review). 

Resolving ‘Awaiting Problem’ Incidents Associated with 

a Problem (SP/SO) 
For this to work correctly, perform these steps before Closing/Resolving the 

Problem. Make sure the associated incidents to be resolved are in the state 

of ‘Awaiting Problem’ or they will not resolve. 

1. View the Problem record. 

2. Right-click the gray header and select Resolve Incidents. 

3. All incidents that were set to ‘Awaiting Problem’ and connected to 

the Problem should show as Resolved. Users will receive an email 

upon resolution that “We believe we have corrected the issue you 

were experiencing and have resolved your incident. If you need to 

reopen your incident, you can visit 4help.vt.edu” 

Closing/resolving a Problem (SO) 
When the Service Owner decides that action has been taken on the root 

cause of a Problem to prevent incidents from recurring, then the Problem can 

be set to a Resolved/Closed state. This will post the closed notes as work 

notes to all incidents. 

1. In the Problem, set the state to Closed/Resolved. 

2. In the Close notes, summarize the root cause and actions taken to 

prevent future incidents. 

3. Click the Save button. 

4. All related incidents will have work notes (internal notes) posted to 

them that the related Problem was closed and will include the text of 

the Close Notes. 

 


